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It all adds up.
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Sustainability and Ed-Fi 
Implementations
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Session Overview

• Introduction (5 mins)
• Define the problem (10 min)
• Share In-Flight Solutions (15 min)
• Brainstorm Solutions (10 min)
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Sustainability: endurance of systems and 
processes
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Total Cost of 
Ownership

50 – 75% of total cost of software 
ownership is incurred after the 

initial implementation
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Moving from implementation to sustainability will 
bring challenges and opportunities …
• Upgrading to 2.0 final version of data standard and API
• Adding new vendors to Ed-Fi integration
• Scaling up infrastructure to support full deployment
• Training and retaining a good product and customer support team
• Adding new extensions to meet new or changing requirements
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What are your sustainability challenges and 
opportunities?
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• Example - mapping in new source systems is cumbersome

• Example - struggling to get smaller source system vendors to 
participate 

•

•

•

•

•Take 3 – 5 minutes to write down your sustainability challenges?
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Community

Data Standard

Implementation 
Suite

Tools

How can the Ed-Fi Alliance assist in ensuring sustainability?
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New tools focused on sustainability coming soon

MappingEDUMetaEd
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MetaEd will generate most Ed-Fi artifacts and documentation
• MetaEd files are a text representation of the Ed-Fi data standard. The MetaEd files use a non-

technical, but precise, language to describe all the Ed-Fi data elements, enumerations, and 
associations, along with their key properties.

• The non-technical language used in MetaEd files is a domain specific language (basically, a 
custom programming language) written specifically for Ed-Fi.

• The Visual Studio IDE is used to manipulate MetaEd files. Visual Studio allows users to navigate 
and edit MetaEd files using IntelliSense, a library of shortcut and auto complete features that 
increase coding efficiency. Once editing is finished, users compile the MetaEd files in Visual 
Studio, which produces the technical artifacts.

• A software framework called ANTLR reads the MetaEd files and calls the right pieces of custom 
C# code to translate the MetaEd definitions in to meaningful Ed-Fi artifacts like the Ed-Fi XSD or 
Data Dictionaries.

• The production release of MetaEd will generate XSD, ODS DDL scripts, REST API Domain Meta 
Data files and related API code, and the XML and SQL Data Dictionaries, UDM documentation, 
and Interchange Briefs – all from a single definition.
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Why does MetaEd matter?
Simplify Extensions: Add and maintain extensions to 
all of the Ed-Fi artifacts from one place including in 
documentation to  convey specifications to vendors
Frees up Developers: The MetaEd files that are used 
to generate all downstream artifacts can be 
manipulated by data analysts 
Reduces Maintenance Time: Based on mapping Ed-
Fi Core maintenance process, estimate 30 – 40% 
reduction in time required to update all artifacts
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MappingEDU simplifies mapping new systems and collections
• Web-based tool that makes it easier to map source to target data schemas
• Comes pre-populated with Ed-Fi data standard schemas and users can 

upload their own data collection schemas
• Manage multiple mapping projects at once
• Faster mapping using features such as reuse past mapping, suggest 

mapping based on element names, and search
• Embedded workflow for mapping review and approval
• Generates mapping documentation including unified data dictionary and 

mapping review document
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What else can the Ed-Fi Alliance do to support 
sustainability?
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• Example - coordinate vendor conversations to encourage Ed-Fi adoption

• Example - Start a training or licensee maintenance/support staff 

•

•

•

•

•

•

Take 5-7 minutes to write down learnings from your work or suggestions about 
tools, processes, and practices the Ed-Fi Alliance should pursue
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Next Steps

• Learn more about MappingEdu and MetaEd in tech sessions

• Volunteer to do hands-on stakeholder feedback sessions

• Reach out to Chris Moffatt or Jami O’Toole for more information
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Additional Details
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What Ed-Fi artifacts do MappingEdu and MetaEd support?

Source 
Systems

Ed-Fi XML

Ed-Fi JSON

Ed-Fi ODS API

Ed-Fi XML 
Loader/Shredder Ed-Fi ODS

Reporting
(e.g. dashboards)

MappingEdu

1 2

1 Map source data to 
Ed-Fi file structure

MetaEd2 XSD ODS DDL and 
conversion scriptsXML Data 

Dictionary

Rest API Domain 
MetaData Files

SQL Data Dictionary
Unified Data Model

Data Handbook

Interchange Briefs
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MappingEdu will replace these manually created artifacts

Excel Mapping Example

This is a real example from TSDS, note that it has 479 rows 
that were manually populated by a BA and data architect

Altova Mapforce Example
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MetaEd represents Ed-Fi in a domain specific language (DSL)
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MetaEd will produce the Unified Data Model

The unified data model 
describes the entities 
(e.g. Student) and 
attributes (e.g. Name) in 
the Ed-Fi data standard 
and the association (e.g. 
student – assessments) 
between entities. 

The UDM provides the 
basis for the data that 
can be transferred or 
manipulated by the Ed-Fi 
XML or Ed-Fi ODS API. 
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MetaEd currently generates the XSD (XML Schema Definition)

A schema is an abstract 
representation of an object's 
characteristics and relationship 
to other objects

The XSD describes the 
characteristics and 
relationships of the elements in 
an XML object and it is used to 
validate Ed-Fi XML files.

XML is a physical 
representation of the UDM. The 
XML is the actual file that is 
produced that contains the 
entities, attributes, and 
associations in the UDM.
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MetaEd currently generates the XML Data Dictionary

That Data Dictionary is a 
downloadable document 
that provides a non-
technical definition for all of 
the elements in the Ed-Fi 
data standard.

It is generally used by 
people new to the standard 
to understand the definition 
of each data element. For 
example, this would be a 
useful reference for a BA 
trying to map their  source 
system to Ed-Fi. 
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MetaEd will generate the Data Handbook

Online resource that provides a 
non-technical description of the 
Ed-Fi data elements including: 
definition, XSD diagram, XML 
sample, parent and children 
elements. 

The online format provides an 
easy way to locate details on 
specific data elements and 
navigate between related data 
elements (e.g. from parent 
element to child). 

This is both a BA and developer 
reference document.
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MetaEd will generate the Interchange Briefs
Documentation that describes 
the Ed-Fi XML interchanges. An 
interchange is a logical grouping 
of data elements. Each 
interchange represents and XML 
file. There are 21 Ed-Fi core 
interchanges.

An overview and use cases are 
provided to describe how the 
interchange might be applied in 
an implementation. 

The XSD diagram and element 
definitions are also included. 
Similar information is available in 
the Data Handbook, but the 
interchange brief packages this 
information together for all 
elements in an interchange.
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MetaEd generates the Rest API Domain Metadata File

The domain metadata file is used by 
the API source code generator to 
create the API resources. The API 
resources are the pieces of code a 
source system calls to post or 
retrieve data from the ODS. 

The API resources are made of 
aggregates, resources, and types. 
Ultimately, the UDM defines the 
elements and relationships that can 
be used in the API resources.
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MetaEd currently generates ODS DDL scripts 
Data Description Language (DDL) scripts are execute to create the ODS 
database structures (i.e. the tables and relationships between them).
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MetaEd currently generates the SQL Data Dictionary

The Data Dictionary is 
a downloadable 
document that provides 
a non-technical 
definition for all of the 
Ed-Fi ODS table fields.
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